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RAVEN PRESIDENT’S REPORT
2019 was a remarkable year for RAVEN and the for advancement of
Indigenous rights and environmental justice.

Our important campaigns continued the important mission of
supporting Indigenous peoples – such as the Wet’suwet’en, Beaver
Lake Cree, Squamish, and many others, in asserting their rights in
court. 2019 brought tremendous challenge, as the Trans Mountain and
Coastal Gaslink Pipeline projects ignited controversy. In the face of this
challenge, the Nations we support, held steadfast in their resolve to
push back against a colonial approach of ignoring their voice.

2019 demonstrated that action toward a more just future is as important as ever. As we look toward the
future RAVEN is exploring ways of continuing to shape the law toward greater respect for Indigenous
peoples and the environment. Agile, adaptive, and inclusive campaigns will continue to have tremendous
positive impact toward a more equitable society. All of this is made possible by the voices of many who
join in the pursuit of justice.

I would like to thank our dedicated staff and volunteers who have applied their creativity, ingenuity and
determination in support of RAVEN’s mission. I would also like to thank the countless supporters of
RAVEN who have continued the work building movements toward decolonization and reconciliation.

Together we made 2019 a year to remember.

Jeffrey Nicholls, President
Board of Directors, RAVEN
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Respecting Abo

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Looking back through the haze of Covid-19 to reflect on the past year is
a somewhat surreal experience. However, the pause that the pandemic
wrought gave time to consider and be grateful for the growth we experienced
during 2019 and the first quarter of 2020. RAVEN cemented its niche with
a decade of proving that legal theory of change can both help to improve
recognition of Indigenous Peoples rights and to protect the environment.

2019 saw the legal victories by Beaver Lake Cree Nation of a rare Advanced
Cost Order for the Nation’s precedent-setting challenge to the taking up of
lands for development of devastating tar sands industries at the expense
of treaty, Aboriginal and human rights. And the Tsilhqot’in won a pivotal
injunction against Taseko Mines Limited, preventing damaging exploration of their proven-rights territory
and providing space for the civil action to create a permanent legal protection of their land and rights.
The success of RAVEN’s film in support of Heiltsuk Nation, created by Andrea Palframan, “Raven People
Rising”, cannot be understated. And the unabashed success of RAVEN’s Pull Together - The Week to End
TMX campaign at year end demonstrated the power of the people to create momentum and change.

We also embraced change within RAVEN, hiring a new Development Coordinator, Digital Communications
Coordinator and Digital Content Coordinator, plus another person on contract to fill out our amazing
Grants team. The growth was organic to our work - stemming from the increasing demands of donors,
technology and the need to expand our presence to reflect the substance of our work, and the positive
impact it is having. RAVEN has been cautious to grow mindfully, and yet once we brought in the energizing
new team members, there was a collective sigh of relief from within as it was clear we had hit capacity.
The energy brought by Kathryn, Maia, Karissa and Carly lifted us all, and the results speak for themselves:
a massive increase in monthly donors and social media presence, more connection to the community, and
improved overall health of our still small but mighty team.

Which brings me to 2020. Our momentum out of the gate in support of the Wet’suwet’en was epic until,
unfortunately, the flattening effects of a world-wide pandemic. Yet, even in this unforeseen situation,
RAVEN’s partner Nations and donors have shown us that these issues are even more important than
before. The planet is burning, and so saving the environment, and entrenching Indigenous rights is
paramount. We cannot rest on our laurels, as they say. The sudden crisis put many things in focus, not the
least of which is our continued commitment to support a healthier world, in which Indigenous rights and
stewardship are front and centre.

Susan Smitten
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RAVEN CAMPAIGNS
Pull Together — The People vs. TransMountain
In June 2019, Canada re-approved the Trans Mountain pipeline and tankers project. The re-approval
was swiftly followed by Indigenous Nations filing a fresh set of legal challenges to the project in July
2019; the actions of Squamish, Tsleil Waututh and Coldwater Nations were based on inadequate
consultation and conflict of interest given that Canada (the owner of the pipeline) acted as both
consultative and regulatory agent. Together, RAVEN and Sierra Club BC re-launched Pull Together: The
People vs Trans Mountain.
Online fundraisers held peer-to-peer “crowdfunders” - from birthday fundraisers to teams of artists
joining forces to raise just over $4k. Across the country - and across the border - people organized
creative and impactful events: highlights included Toronto vs. Trans Mountain, Pancakes Not Pipelines
in Vancouver and Seattle, and Portland’s Got Talent! The Pull Together campaign raised $408,867.40 in
2019. In December 2019, businesses raised $95K for Pull Together during the Week to End TMX, just
before the Federal Court of Appeal hearings.
Bitumen Reference
This action, filed by British Columbia, aimed to determine who gets to regulate the flow of bitumen
through provincial boundary-traversing pipelines: the province or the federal government.
On January 16, 2019, three First Nations – Heiltsuk, Haida and Little Shuswap – appeared as
intervenors for the “bitumen reference” action. The three First Nation intervenors argued in support
of B.C. government jurisdiction over the contents of pipelines travelling through B.C. Most importantly,
they argued for their own jurisdiction and standing of their own Indigenous laws.
RAVEN’s community stepped in and raised $100k to help fund the participation of Indigenous Nations
in this case.
On May 24, 2019, the Supreme Court found that Canada has exclusive jurisdiction over pipelines that
cross provincial boundaries. The Court did not address the substance of the arguments advanced
by Indigenous intervenors. While the judgement represents a missed opportunity to consider how
the constitutional division of powers can be applied to incorporate Indigenous jurisdiction, RAVEN’s
support did enable three First Nations to assert their Indigenous law and rights as intervenors, backed
by a determined community of supporters.
We are standing with Heiltsuk heroes to bring a polluting oil transport company to court to take
responsibility for the damage from a catastrophic oil spill in Heiltsuk waters in 2016. Screenings of the
film “Raven People Rising” contributed to raising $35,684 for the campaign.
Beaver Lake Cree Nation
BLCN headed to court on June 4, 2019 to argue that they are entitled to receive an Advance Costs
award to support the Tar Sands Trial - a case of national importance but one which their Nation did not
have the financial means to pursue. The cost to bring this application, initiated in 2018, was $350k, a
goal which the RAVEN community met in 2019.
In September 2019, the Beaver Lake Cree were awarded the Advanced Costs Order. This decision could
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significantly ease the financial burden for the Nation to continue pursuing the Tar Sands Trial. Justice Browne
found that the case had merit, was of public importance and that it was in the interest of justice to proceed.
The judge also stated that, without Advanced Costs – whereby which each party would share in the costs
of the litigation – Beaver Lake Cree would not be able to proceed with the case because of their monetary
impoverishment. In her ruling, Justice Brown emphasized that access to justice meant addressing the “gross
power imbalance between the parties.”
The Tar Sands Trial has the potential to transform “business as usual” in the oil sands, as the treaty rights
framework would require every project to be evaluated according to cumulative impacts on treaty rights of
Indigenous Peoples.
Tsilhqot’in
In the face of repeated attempts by Taseko to ram through a gold mine on Tsilhqot’in territory at any human
and environmental cost, the Tsilhqot’in community has remained steadfast in their resolve to defend their
rights and see their ancestral lands protected for generations to come.
On March 22, 2019 in a demonstration of solidarity on World Water Day, supporters were called to stand with
Tsilhqot’in in Vancouver at the BC Court of Appeals as the Nation headed back into court to seek an injunction
against Taseko. With drumming, singing and a powerful rally, the RAVEN community made sure the Tsilhqot’in
leaders knew they were not alone.
2019 saw a quadruple victory for the community: 1: injunction obtained; 2: BC dismisses appeal; 3 and 4:
federal court of appeal dismisses two appeals. In April 2019, the BC Court of Appeal granted Tsilhqot’in an
injunction prohibiting Taseko from conducting exploratory drilling pursuant to provincial permits. In late
December 2019, the BC Court of Appeal dismissed Taseko’s appeal of the injunction. The following day,
Taseko’s applications for judicial review of the panel review and federal rejection of New Prosperity Mine were
both dismissed in the Federal Court of Appeal.
RAVEN supporters have helped raise funds for each of the court battles. Donors not only gave $51,497.64
in 2019 but supported the Tsilhqot’in with their presence at court hearings. This victory would not have
happened without the dedication of everyone who donated, attended rallies, wrote letters and stood with the
Tsilhqot’in through this long fight.
Haida Title Case
In 2019 RAVEN also had the opportunity to help fund the Haida Nation’s title action with a grant of
$273,555.69. This important case, seeking title to Haida Gwaii, was awaiting a court date at the end of 2019.
Heiltsuk
In October, 2016 an articulated tug barge carrying fuel ran aground in Heiltsuk waters, spilling over 110,000
liters of diesel oil. The Heiltsuk’s resulting legal action seeks to challenge the constitutionality of Canada’s oil
spill response,compensate the Heiltsuk for cultural and economic losses due to the spill, and establish Heiltsuk
Aboriginal title to reserve lands, near-shore and seabed in Seaforth Channel and surrounding areas.
In 2019, RAVEN raised $96,181 for the case. Our film “Raven People Rising” was screened at the Vancouver
International Film Festival, and shown at festivals and in communities in Budapest, Victoria, Friday Harbour,
Seattle, Copenhagen, Mexico City, Eugene Oregon, Toronto, Regina and Thunder Bay; the film won “Best
Canadian Short” at RIFFA. At the request of First Nations communities and in partnership with Skeena Wild
Conservation Trust, the film was also screened in Prince Rupert, Terrace, Haida Gwai, Metlakatla, Gitxaala/
Kitkatla and Port Simpson.
We were also honoured to be invited to attend the opening of the Gvúkva’áus Haízaqv (Heiltsuk bighouse) and
potlatch in Bella Bella in October.

Secwepemc
For decades the Stk’emlupsemc te Secwepemc have navigated unwanted development projects on their
territory, most recently the Trans Mountain pipeline and the Ajax gold-copper mine. RAVEN raised $43,830.90
in 2019 to support the legal costs of a title case which is expected to take several years. Together with
Photographers Without Borders volunteer Paul David Shea, RAVEN travelled to Secwepemc territory in spring
2019 to gather documentary footage and photography. Community members and leadership participated
in telling their stories of how this title case is grounded in Secwepemc Indigenous law and the concept of
yecweminem — the obligation to care and protect land, water and sky worlds within Secwepemc territory.
On July 1, 2019, the Secwepemc set an important precedent when Justice Patrice Abrioux of the BC Supreme
Court allowed “panel deposition” testimony of four Secwepemc elders. Unlike the usual deposition proceedings
in the Canadian court system, where individual evidence is taken, the elders testifying in the Secwepemc
title action will be testifying as a group, which aligns with Secwepemc customs for truth-telling and the
intergenerational transmission of oral history and knowledge.
The ruling by Judge Abrioux is another important step toward recognizing and honouring Indigenous legal
traditions within Canadian court process.
Unist’ot’en
RAVEN supported Unist’ot’en, who were in court June 2019 to overturn an injunction by Coastal Gas Link
which granted the company permission to move through with construction of a fracked gas pipeline across
unceded Wet’suwet’en territory in northern B.C. The injunction gave permission for the company to remove
anything considered an obstacle to construction, which would have included a healing lodge and cultural camp
established by Unist’ot’en in 2009.
In just one month, two generous matching funds donors stepped up to help RAVEN raise nearly $80,000 from
500 donors for Unist’ot’en.
The Unist’ot’en have argued in the BC Supreme Court that Wet’suwet’en law must be upheld on unceded
Wet’suwet’en lands. The court ultimately decided to grant Coastal GasLink their injunction in December 2019, a
decision that precipitated further legal actions by Wet’suwet’en clans in 2020.
Lake Babine Nation
We continued to work with Lake Babine Nation protect their territory, culture and the mighty Skeena River
sockeye in the face of the proposed Morrison Mine.

RAVEN VOICES
Words from our supporters and beneficiaries

“I am grateful for the indigenous people who are at the forefront of this struggle to protect and defend
the waters and the earth. I am disheartened that at this time there is still a fight for the preservation
and protection of life. I hope that one day soon all Canadians know the real meaning of truth and
reconciliation and we live by those principles. Keep up the good work.
So much gratitude!” - Ashley Thackaberry
“We know that some of the greatest progress in the work of decolonization and restitution in Canada come
through the legal system. While this is unfortunate, it means that your work is vital. Seeking to be allies
means we have to do more than support with “thoughts and prayers”. Go get ‘em! Keep up the good work”. Brendon Neilson
“The Tsilhqot’in share gratitude in the conclusion of two fair judgements that serve as vindication to the
decades of struggle to protect Nabas and Teztan Biny. This area remains significant to our Nation and this
conflict is one reason why we have moved towards developing the Dasiqox Tribal Park – to move towards
a space of reconciliation, reciprocity and consent.” - Chief Russell Myers Ross, Chief of Yunesit’in and
Director of the Tsilhqot’in National Government
“I know how I’m going to heal my community. I know the Tar Sands trial is a critical part of that, so there
will be somewhere left for us to practice our traditions and pass on our knowledge about stewarding the
land. We know where we’re going as a Nation: but we can’t do this alone.” —Cole Gladue, Beaver Lake Cree
Nation
Our culture and our identity as a community is so rooted in respect and reciprocity and taking care of each
other and the land and waters. I think one of the really beautiful things that’s starting to coalesce now is
relationships pulling together in a way that’s really giving traction to the goals and ideas that are rooted
in those strong Heiltsuk values. And so, I don’t know exactly where we’re going, but I know we’re going
there together. - Jess Housty, Heiltsuk Councilor (Raven People Rising Video)
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PARTNERS PAGE
Please meet RAVEN’s amazing supporters!
FOUNDATIONS Calgary Foundation, Common Stream, Donner Canadian Foundation, ECHO Foundation,
Gencon Foundation, Glasswaters Foundation, H.B. Henson Fund, LUSH Handmade Cosmetics, New
Venture Fund, Patagonia, Ruby Fund - held at Vancouver Foundation, Shulamit and Aliyah Ester Krakauer
Foundation Fund, St. Louis Community Foundation, The Klein – Panneton Foundation, The Weissman
Family Foundation, Three Eggs Foundation, Tides Canada Foundation, Vancouver Foundation, Victoria
Foundation, Waitzer Family Fund, Wilburforce Foundation

UNIONS & ORGANIZATIONS BCGEU, Cadboro Bay United Church, First Unitarian Church of Victoria,
Leadnow, Pacific Wild Alliance, Provincial Employees Community Services Fund, Redwood Nonviolence
Community, Unitarian Fellowship of Salt Spring Island, United Way of Greater Toronto, Western
Organization of Resource Councils Education Project, York University Graduate Student’s Association

CORPORATE Bandidas Taqueria, Green City Builders, Comala Technology Solutions, NG Ariss Fong Lawyers, Woodward & Company LLP

BUSINESS SPONSORS Another Story Incorporated, Banyen Books & Sound, Cloud Pilots Inc., Hive
Climbing North Shore Inc., J.M. Ryder and Associates Terrain Analysis Inc., Massey Books, Mermaid Tales
Bookshop, MindMoves, Inc.
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This image was created by coast Salish artist Mark Gauti. In many
northwest Indigenous stories, ravens are tricksters: characters who
take on jobs that no one else wants. In this way, raven reshapes and
transforms the world.

RAVEN acknowledges that we are situated (guests) on unceded
Lekwungen and Coast Salish traditional territories.

Respecting Abo

Address: 509– 620 View Street, Victoria, BC V8W 1J6
Telephone: 250.383.2331 | Fax: 778.430.5479
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raventrust.com
“I believe strongly that the future of life on this
planet lies in the repatriation of Indigenous land
and stewardship of the natural world. The settler
state needs to respect Indigenous rights in order for
all life to thrive. Thank you for doing what you do!”
- Anika Tilland-Stafford
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